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Mission Permanente de la République Arabe 
d'Egypte 

72 rue de Lausanne 
1202 Genève

Delegation of Arab Republic of Egypt

Geneva, 16 May 1974

Sir,

I would appreciate circulating the enclosed report as a document concerning WHA26.56. 
Agenda item 3.13 of the 27th session before Committee "B".

Yours sincerely,

(Prof. Dr М. M. Mahfouz)

Minister of Health, Egypt 

(Geneva)
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Dr H. Mahler 
Director-General 
World Health Organization 
Geneva.
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CONTINUATION REPORT ON THE HEALTH SITUATION IN OCCUPIED TERRITORIES

The Twenty-sixth World Health Assembly meeting in Geneva in May 1973, under its 
resolution WHA26.56, decided to establish a special committee of experts appointed by three 
Member States to be chosen by the Executive Board in consultation with the Director-General, 
to study the health conditions of the inhabitants of the occupied territories in all its 
aspects and to submit a comprehensive report to the Twenty-seventh World Health Assembly.
This decision was taken after prolonged discussions of the prevailing health conditions in 
the occupied territories based upon the reports presented by the concerned Member States, a 
report of a personal representative of the Director-General who visited those territories, 
and the abridged annual report for 1972 of the Director of Health of UNRWA. In spite of the 
urgent need to investigate those health conditions which affect more than a million inhabi
tants, this committee has just been formed and all concerned countries were informed of this 
by cable on the 24th of April 1974.

All Arab Countries concerned did their best to facilitate the committee's mission but 
the Israeli authorities has not allowed the special committee to enter the occupied 
territories to investigate the health condition of the inhabitants and therefore the 
committee has not yet been able to fulfil its assignment.

Since the adoption of that resolution the information available from (UNRWA and Red Cross 
reports) which are neutral sources have repeatedly stressed an over-increasing deterioration 
in health services carried out in the occupied territories. The following information is 
examplary of the present state of affairs of those territories as presented in those reports:

1. At El Arish hospital, there is a manifest lack of specialists and nurses. The 
Israeli military authorities have repeatedly refused to admit Egyptian doctors. Early 
this year they agreed to admit one single doctor among a list comprising the names of 
23 Egyptian doctors submitted to them.

2. The nursing staff are offered very low wages and the majority of the few remaining 
are unqualified for their jobs. Last year 50 places were reserved in Egyptian nursing 
schools for girl candidate student inhabitants of Gaza, and the Israeli authorities did 
not permit anyone to join that study.

3. These two incidents illustrate the obstacles imposed by the occupiers against any 
attempts at promotion of health services. Consequently the number of operations 
performed at El Arish hospital is ever-decreasing. Most of the cases are transferred 
to Gaza or Khan Younis hospitals on condition that the patient, or his relative, have to 
pay for the needed blood or plasma transfusion at the prohibitive cost of 600 to 700 
Liras per litre (100 Egyptian pounds). The inhabitants of the area have not succeeded 
as yet to get the permission to establish a blood bank through their own initiative and 
at their own expense.

4. Similarly in Southern Sinai there are, at present no hospitals or health centres 
apart from a clinic accommodating few beds at Abu Redeiss. The same lack of health 
services applies to Northern and Central Sinai and even to the relatively densely 
population areas such as Sheikh Zoweid.

5. The system of mobile units resorted to does not accomplish any really useful health 
services. The first aid service in the absence of means of communication, is clearly 
very inadequate. Vaccinations are carried out sporadically and irregularly, and no 
child welfare or school health services are available.
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6. These reports have, at the same time, emphasized the lack of laboratory facilities 
and adequate medical equipment as well as in operation theatres. They further 
condemned the existing systems of drinking water supply and sewage disposal in the 
hospitals as carrying hazards of spread of infections.

7. The lack of medicines was also emphasized particularly those needed for long-term 
therapy of disease such as tuberculosis and diabetes which were reported to have a rising 
prevalence.

The UNRWA Report covering the period from July 1972 to June 1973 illustrates the 
poor health conditions existing in the occupied territories and the obstacles which the 
occupying Israeli authorities raise in the way of the promotion of health.

Although this report is dealing mainly with the health of refugees falling under the 
mandate of the UNRWA and outside the mandate of the special committee which is mentioned in 
part В of the resolution WHA26.56; yet we wish to point out some relevant items in this 
report which refer to the population of the occupied areas:

1. Item 11 on page 2, quote "on 28 January 1973 the Israeli Military Administration 
in the West Bank issued an Ordinance in respect of fees for health services which took 
effect in March 1973. Under this Ordinance, with limited exceptions fees one collected 
from everyone using government medical facilities", end of quote.

2. Same observations was stated in the first page of the forward note of the director 
of health of UNRWA, the agency worried in this report about the effect of this on the 
registered refugees. We in turn are concerned about the effect of this on the less 
protected population of the occupied West Bank.

Also it is pointed out in the very recent report of the UNRWA which is abbreviated 
and submitted to you by the Director-General. (A27/WA/2 - Item 7 - page 2.) We have 
to remind you that these people are used to have health services free from charge.

3. Regarding the deteriorating mental health of the refugees, we refer once more to 
the UNRWA abbreviated report (Items 16 and 18 - page 3).

Quotation:

The agency has experienced a continuous increase in the demand for out-patient and in
patient services for mental illness, an increase that could be attributed to the psychological, 
social and economic pressures to which the refugee community is exposed in its daily life.

The agency-wide average daily occupancy of mental hospital beds by refugees rose from 
170 in 1971 to 192 in 1972 and to 204 in 1973.

4. End of item 44, page 9, quote "The agency continued to provide daily milk and not 
meals for displaced persons (other than UNRWA registered refugees) living in emergency 
camps on behalf of the Government of Ferdan and on a reimbursable basis" end of quote.
No such arrangement was mentioned to people in similar situations under the Israeli 
occupation.

The UNRWA report on health situation of refugees state the number of available beds as 
1657, amounting to 1.3 beds/lOOO population.

If this modest index be accepted we would like to know the number of beds serving the 
population in occupied Sinai bearing in mind that there were 150 beds available early in 
1967 and that the population of Sinai under occupation is estimated at 110 000.
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1. In Aish Hospital surgical activities declined to a standard by which this hospital 
cannot be any more considered as a modern hospital fit for important operations to be 
performed.

2. Red Crescent Hospital in Arish was closed and the building used as a police station.

3. No health services in Masora (6000 population) and Abu Tawila (4000 population).

4. No permanent health units in the middle of Sinai and only one mobile unit visit 
once a month. This mobile unit was described as being staffed only by a military nurse 
and a guard.

For more details on the description of health services before 1967 and at present in 
Sinai please refer to document A26/21 Add.l presented to the Twenty-sixth World Health Assembly 
on 11 May 1973.

In assessing the health situation of population in occupied territories the following 
approach may be considered:

1. Getting information about the situation before 1967 from countries to which these 
occupied areas belong.

2. Studying the development of health services that has been achieved in these 
countries and visiting similar areas to occupied areas in order to have this parameter 
classified.

3. Visiting all sites in occupied areas guided by the information got in paragraph 
"1" and assessing the situation as compared with this baseline and the development 
that occurred in health services since occupation.

4. First hand information and not hearsay from occupying authorities should be the 
basis for any conclusions.

5. Interviewing the inhabitants that lived in occupied areas and have been displaced 
to their mother country can give information about situation before 1967 but inter
viewing inhabitants under the oppression of occupying power and in presence of military 
authorities should be taken with caution.


